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Abstract. Batch processing reduces processing time in a business pro-
cess at the expense of increasing waiting time. If this trade-off between
processing and waiting time is not analyzed, batch processing can, over
time, evolve into a source of waste in a business process. Therefore, it is
valuable to analyze batch processing activities to identify waiting time
wastes. Identifying and analyzing such wastes present the analyst with
improvement opportunities that, if addressed, can improve the cycle time
efficiency (CTE) of a business process. In this paper, we propose an
approach that, given a process execution event log, (1) identifies batch
processing activities, (2) analyzes their inefficiencies caused by different
types of waiting times to provide analysts with information on how to
improve batch processing activities. More specifically, we conceptualize
different waiting times caused by batch processing patterns and identify
improvement opportunities based on the impact of each waiting time
type on the CTE. Finally, we demonstrate the applicability of our app-
roach to a real-life event log.
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1 Introduction

Companies seek to continuously improve their business processes by incremen-
tally addressing process weaknesses, such as process wastes [33]. Waiting time
is a waste in business processes [13]. Waiting times are inevitable in real-life
processes, but they can be reduced to improve process efficiency. For instance,
waiting times occur with batch processing, i.e., accumulating cases to process
them collectively as a group [31]. While batch processing reduces processing time
and cost by exploiting economies of scale [32], it also introduces increased waiting
times due to case accumulation [7,16,19,32]. Therefore, an optimal batch pro-
cessing strategy can efficiently balance the processing and waiting times asso-
ciated with batching. In this regard, practitioners use Cycle Time Efficiency
(CTE) to measure the ratio of processing time to the total cycle time [14]. CTE
measures the value-adding part, i.e., the processing time compared to the wait-
ing time [14]. As such, CTE-driven process improvements focus on increasing
the value-adding part of the process by reducing the waiting time [14,37].
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Modern systems log execution data that can be used in process mining tech-
niques. Such techniques use event logs to enable discovery, analysis, and identifi-
cation of improvement opportunities in business processes [1]. For instance, pro-
cess mining techniques enable the discovery of wastes, such as hand-offs between
process resources [6], over-processing [38], and waiting times [1]. Process mining
techniques have also been used to discover batch processing [19,24,25,39,41].
However, existing techniques focus on batch processing discovery. Therefore,
there is a gap in using process mining for batch processing analysis, i.e., to pro-
vide analysts with information on how batch processing, for instance, impacts
the CTE. More specifically, there is a gap in how much different types of wait-
ing times associated with batch processing contribute to process inefficiencies.
To address this gap, we ask (RQ1) What types of waiting times are associated
with batch processing?, (RQ2) How can waiting times caused by batch processing
be identified from event logs?, and (RQ3) How can improvement opportunities,
expressed as inefficiencies due to batch processing, be identified from event logs?

We propose a process mining-based approach for the discovery and analysis
of inefficiencies caused by batch processing. In our approach, we first identify
batch processing from an event log. Then, we analyze the incurred waiting times
per type. For this step, we first define the types of waiting times incurred by
batch processing. Finally, we identify improvement opportunities by analyzing
how each type of waiting time contributes to CTE inefficiencies. As such, the
contribution of this paper is an approach for the discovery and analysis of inef-
ficiencies due to batch processing. The approach enables process analysts to
identify improvement opportunities in processes that have the batch processing.
We apply our approach to a real-life case using an event log of a production
process of a manufacturing company to identify batch processing inefficiencies.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the back-
ground and related work. In Sect. 3, the approach is presented. Section 4 covers
the evaluation of the approach, and Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background and Related Work

Batch processing is when a resource accumulates cases to process them together
as a group [31]. Batch processing is often used to solve scheduling prob-
lems [34], reduce processing times and costs [32,34] by executing multiple cases
together. However, introducing batch processing requires accumulating cases,
which increases waiting time [7,16,19,32]. As such, batch processing implies
a trade-off between processing and waiting time [19,25]. As batch processing
impacts processing and waiting times, we can use the CTE metric to measure
batch processing efficiency. CTE calculates the ratio of the processing time rela-
tive to the cycle time of batch processing activities. CTE ratio close to 1 indicates
that the process has comparatively low waiting to processing time and, thus, lit-
tle room for improvement. However, low CTE indicates a comparatively high
waiting time to processing time. Therefore, there is an improvement opportu-
nity [14]. CTE is used to identify time-related process inefficiencies [4,18,20].
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For instance, in [20], it has been applied for measuring time-related performance
in factories to detect inefficiencies. Ignizio [18] reports that CTE is the most
efficient metric in identifying workstation instability in production processes.
Furthermore, CTE has been used to assess the efficacy of process redesigns [37].
We, therefore, use the CTE metric to analyze batch processing (in)efficiencies.

Process mining techniques enable the discovery of batch processing behav-
ior from event logs. For instance, Nakatumba et al. [26] address the problem of
accurately reproducing batch processing behavior in simulation models. Wen et
al. [41] propose a process mining technique to discover batch processing from
events logs. Pufahl et al. use event logs to enhance process models with batch
processing [31]. Andrews et al. [2] propose an approach to identify and quantify
shelf time, i.e., idle time that exceeds acceptable duration, in business processes.
Pika et al. [27] propose an approach for discovering batch processing from event
logs and discusses, in particular, how to identify batch processing from multiple
perspectives of a business process such as activity, resource, and data perspec-
tives. Martin et al. [24] focus on identifying rules that trigger a batch processing
activity. Similarly, Martin et al. [25] use batch processing metrics, such as fre-
quency of batch processing, batch size, duration of activity instances, and waiting
time in a batch, to describe batching behavior. This paper focuses on discovering
and analyzing the waiting times associated with batch processing. Thereby, we
build on existing research to identify batch processing inefficiencies.

Process mining techniques have also been applied to assess batch processing
performance and explore their impact on process performance. Thus, in addition
to batch discovery, in [39] batch processing behavior is visualized and quantita-
tively analyzed to identify specific patterns such as detecting outliers. Similarly,
Klijn [19] propose quantifying batch processing performance using measures such
as intra-batch case inter-arrival time, case inter-arrival time, batch interval, batch
size, and batch frequency. Pufal et al.[31] examine how overall process perfor-
mance can be improved in terms of time and cost by simulating batch processing.
While these studies use event logs to analyze various performance dimensions
of batch processing, they do not consider the different types of waiting times
associated with batch processing. Furthermore, their focal point is on batch-
processing performance measures. We extend existing work by identifying the
different types of waiting times related to batch processing and their impact on
process performance to identify potential improvement opportunities.

3 Identification of Batch Processing Inefficiencies

In this section, we present the proposed approach for discovering batch process-
ing inefficiencies. First, we present an overview of the approach and then provide
a more detailed description of each step.

The approach for identifying batch processing inefficiencies consists of three
steps (see Fig. 1). First, given an event log, the batch processing activities —i.e.,
the activities that are executed in batches— are discovered. The output of this
stage is a report listing such activities, as well as the frequency of their execu-
tion being part of a batch. The second step is to analyze their batch processing
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed approach

behavior, i.e., type of batch processing, batch size distribution, and batch acti-
vation rules. The result of the step is a report describing the batch processing
behavior per activity. The final step is to analyze the time that the cases spend
waiting before they are batch-processed. This includes an analysis of how batch
processing and their associated waiting times impact the CTE. The final output
is a report presenting results on batch-processing activities that, based on CTE,
can be used to identify improvement opportunities.

3.1 Batch Processing Discovery

For the discovery of batch processing activities, we use the approach proposed
by Martin et al. [23] that identifies different types of batch processing activities.
They use the resource, start, and end time data to detect when an activity
instance is being executed as part of a batch, i.e., by the same resource, and
either in sequence, concurrently, or in parallel w.r.t. other activity instances
in the batch. Thus, the necessary requirement for the event log is to have the
data on the resources, start and end timestamps. In this paper, we focus on
batches intentionally processed as such, i.e., the activities were not executed once
they were enabled (available for processing) but accumulated and processed as
a group. If a case becomes available for processing after the start of the batch,
it is excluded as it was not accumulated for batch processing. Accordingly, we
extend the definition of a batch with the constraint that all cases part of a batch
must be enabled before the batch starts. Therefore, we filter the results obtained
by Martin et al. [23] technique to remove such cases.

To perform such filtering, we need to calculate the enabled time of each activ-
ity instance. For cases where this information is not available in the event log, we
set the enabled time as the end time of the previous activity if no concurrency
relation exists. To obtain the concurrency relations between the activities, we
use the concurrency heuristics from the Heuristics Miner [40], as their sensibility
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to outliers provides more robust results than other näıve techniques.1 As part of
this filtering, we also allow the analyst to define a minimum batch size, i.e., the
minimum number of cases that should be accumulated and processed as a group
for it to be considered a batch (see Inputs in Fig. 1). The analyst can also define
a maximum time gap between the end of processing of a particular case and the
start of the next one within one batch (max in-batch gap). This input allows
for the discovery of batch processing when interruptions occur. Such interrup-
tions are common for processes executed by human resources [27], e.g., when a
resource needs a break or a set-up for particular cases is required [23].

The output of this step is a report listing the activities where the batch
processing occurs. For these activities, we identify their case frequency (i.e., the
number of cases in which an activity is processed w.r.t. the total number of
cases of the process) and batch processing frequency (i.e., the number of times
an activity is processed as part of a batch w.r.t. its total number of executions).
The list of batch processing activities is sorted by the batch processing frequency
in descending order. An analyst can decide which batch processing activities to
analyze further based on the frequencies. For instance, the list might have an
activity with only 60% batch-processed cases, but the case frequency might be
close to 100%. Therefore, the improvement of such batch processing would tar-
get 60% of all cases. On the other hand, the improvement of the activity with
batch processing frequency close to 100% (all cases are batch-processed) and case
frequency of 5% would affect a relatively small number of cases and thus, the
overall impact would be negligible. Therefore, a combination of batch processing
frequency and case frequency indicates the impact of the batch processing activ-
ity. Based on this information, the analyst can determine which batch processing
activities to analyze further.

3.2 Batch Processing Behavior Analysis

For each identified batch processing activity, we discover its behavior, i.e., the
characteristics of how the batch is processed. We describe batch processing
behavior with batch processing frequency, type, size, and activation rule/-s.
Batch processing frequency indicates the proportion of cases of an activity that
are processed in a batch w.r.t. its total executions. Batch size illustrates the
number of cases processed in a batch. The batch size can be constant (e.g.,
batch size = 5 cases in 100% of cases) or variable (e.g., batch size = 5 in 40%
of cases, batch size = 6 in 60% of cases). Batch processing type describes how
the cases are batch-processed. In this research, we discover five batch processing
types defined by Martin et al. [23]. Parallel batch processing is when all cases
are processed at the same time. In a sequential task-based batch processing, one
activity is executed for all the cases in the batch, one after another. In sequential
case-based batch processing, a set of activities are sequentially executed for each

1 We note that other notions of concurrency have been proposed in the field of process
mining. An in-depth treatment of concurrency notions in process mining is provided
in Abel Armas-Cervantes et al. [3].
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case in a batch. Concurrent task-based batch processing is when one activity is
executed for all cases, but with a partial overlap in case processing. In concurrent
case-based batch processing, multiple activities are performed for each case with
partial processing time overlap [23].

We also identify batch activation rule, i.e. the condition(s) that trigger the
batch processing [24]. In the batch activation rule discovery, we follow the app-
roach and batch activation rule types proposed by Martin et al. [24]. The activa-
tion rules can be volume-based (batch processing is triggered when a certain vol-
ume, weight, or number of cases are accumulated [5,11,17,22,29,30]), time-based
(batch processing is time-triggered, e.g., by scheduled date and time [17,36],
when a case reaches a waiting time limit [17,28]), resource-based (batch pro-
cessing activation is dependent on the resource attributes, e.g., the batch is pro-
cessed when the resource workload allows processing this amount of work [24]),
case-based (batch processing is initiated based on the case-related attributes,
e.g., arrival of the case of a particular type such as emergency or high-priority
case [28]), or context-based (rules embracing other aspects out of the process
scope such as meteorological conditions [24]).

Batch can be activated with a single rule, multiple rules, or on an ad-hoc
basis. A single rule consists of one condition to be fulfilled to initiate batch
processing, e.g., accumulated orders are shipped on scheduled date [17]. Multiple
rules present a combination of different types of rules are used to activate a batch
processing [28,35], e.g., the combination of volume and time-based rules [9,10,
17]: accumulated orders are shipped based either on the scheduled date or when
certain weight, volume, or number of cases are collected [17]. However, when
no specific pattern that confidently correlates with the start of batch processing
can be identified (i.e., no activation rule is assigned [31]), it is assumed that the
batch processing is determined by the resources, i.e., executed ad-hoc. In our
approach, the batch activation rules are elicited using the RIPPER technique2.
The quality of the discovered batch activation rule is measured by support and
confidence parameters. The output of this step is a report detailing the behavior
of each selected batch processing activity. This information serves as an input for
the next step and can be used later by the analyst to identify what parameters
to alter to improve batch processing.

3.3 Waiting Time Analysis of Batch Processing Activities

In this section, we describe the characteristics of the five batch processing types
considered by our approach, and the waiting times they might induce. We deter-
mine three types of waiting times associated with the batch processing – waiting
time for batch accumulation, waiting time of a ready batch, and waiting time to
process other cases of the batch.

Parallel Batch Processing. In parallel batch processing, a resource starts
and completes processing all cases of a batch at the same time [23]. First cases

2 https://github.com/imoscovitz/wittgenstein.git.

https://github.com/imoscovitz/wittgenstein.git
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Fig. 2. Waiting times in parallel batch processing

are accumulated, and once accumulated, they can be processed. There are two
waiting time types in parallel batch processing (Fig. 2). The first is waiting time
for batch accumulation, i.e., the time it takes to build up a batch (WTaccum in
Fig. 2). When all the cases are accumulated, a batch is ready to be processed.
But a batch might not be processed as soon as it is ready. Thus, there is a second
waiting time - waiting time of a ready batch (WTready in Fig. 2).

To identify these waiting times from the event log, we need enabled time
(when a case becomes available for processing), start time (when a case starts
being processed), and completion time (when a case processing is finished) [12].
The enabled time is often the same as the completion time of the preceding
activity. However, they might differ where parallel activity execution occurs.
Therefore, when there are two parallel activities, both of which must be com-
pleted before the processing can continue, enabled time is the completion time
of the latter activity [8]. Thus, once enabled time is recorded, the case is ready
to be processed (tenabled in Fig. 2).

Waiting time for batch accumulation is the time cases wait before a batch is
accumulated and ready to be processed. A batch is accumulated when all the
included cases are available for processing. Therefore, a batch is accumulated
when the last-arriving case in the batch is enabled. Until the enablement of the
last case, all earlier cases wait for the batch to be accumulated. Thereby, waiting
time for batch accumulation (WTaccumC1, WTaccumC2 in Fig. 2) is calculated as
the difference between the enabled time of the cases in a batch and the enabled
time of the last-arrived case. In Fig. 2, a batch is activated when three cases have
been accumulated. Cases (see Cases C1, C2) wait until the batch is ready to be
processed (accumulated). Their waiting time is, therefore, from their enabled
times (see tenabledC1, tenabledC2) until the enabled time of the last case included
in the batch, i.e., the third case (see tenabledC3). The earlier a case arrives, the
longer it waits. The last-arriving case (see Case C3) has no waiting time for
batch accumulation since its arrival marks the batch as ready to be processed.

Waiting time of a ready batch (see WTreadyC1−C3 in Fig. 2), on the other hand,
is the time from when the cases are ready to be processed (batch accumulated)
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Fig. 3. Waiting times in sequential task-based batch processing

until they are processed (batch processing starts). Therefore, it is calculated as
the difference between the enabled time of the last-arrived case (tenabledC3) and
the start time of the batch processing (tstart).

Sequential Batch Processing. In sequential batch processing, a resource accu-
mulates a group of cases and processes them one after another. In sequential
task-based batch processing (Fig. 3), the same activity is executed for all cases,
one by one. However, in sequential case-based batch processing (Fig. 4), several
activities are performed for each case in a batch [23].

Sequential task-based (Fig. 3) and case-based (Fig. 4) batch processing have,
similar to parallel batch processing, waiting time for batch accumulation and
waiting time of a ready batch. But sequential task-based and case-based batch
processing also have waiting time for other cases to be processed within the batch
processing, i.e., the time when a case waits while work is done on other cases in
the same batch. This waiting time occurs when the resource is processing some
case/-s in the batch (e.g., Case C1 in Fig. 3), other cases have to wait for their
turn (WTotherC3 for Case C2 and WTotherC3 for Case C3 in Fig. 3).

Fig. 4. Waiting times in sequential case-based batch processing
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Fig. 5. Waiting times in concurrent task-based batch processing

Waiting time for other cases to be processed is calculated as the difference
(interval) between the start time of the first case/-s (tstartC1 in Fig. 3) in a
batch and the start time of the other case/-s (tstartC2 and tstartC2 in Fig. 3). In
a sequential case-based batch processing (Fig. 4), several consecutive activities
are performed for each case of a batch [23]. Waiting time types in sequential
case-based batch processing correspond to those in sequential task-based batch
processing (see Fig. 4).

Concurrent Batch Processing. Concurrent batch processing is when cases
are processed sequentially but with partial time overlap. Concurrent task-based
batch processing (Fig. 5) is to execute the same activity for all cases in the batch
with an overlap in processing time. In contrast, for the case-based type (Fig. 6),
multiple activities are performed for each case with an overlap in processing
time [23]. In concurrent task-based (Fig. 5) and case-based (Fig. 6) batch pro-
cessing, the waiting times are the same as sequential batch processing. Although
there is an overlap in processing time, the cases still have to wait for their turn to
be processed. Therefore, waiting time for other cases to be processed occurs (e.g.,
WTotherC2, WTotherC3 in Fig. 5). Given the similar activity processing times, the
difference between these batch processing types lies in a shorter waiting time for
other cases to be processed due to processing time overlaps.

Waiting Time Analysis. We analyze discovered waiting times to identify inef-
ficiencies. We, first, determine how long cases wait on average before they are
batch-processed. Then we examine the batch processing efficiency by calculat-
ing its CTE, i.e., the ratio of the processing time to the cycle time of the batch
processing activity/-ies. Finally, we measure the impact of each waiting time
type on batch processing efficiency. We express the impact as the potential CTE
improvement, i.e., how much improvement of the CTE can be obtained if a
particular waiting time type is eliminated.

The first step is to examine the average waiting time per type. We measure,
for each waiting time type, the average waiting time for batch accumulation,
average waiting time of a ready batch, average waiting time for other cases to be
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Fig. 6. Waiting times in concurrent case-based batch processing

processed, and average total waiting time. These metrics depict how long cases
wait during batch accumulation and processing.

The analysis of waiting times provides the input required to assess the impact
of discovered waiting time types on the batch processing CTE. It enables the
discovery of batch processing inefficiencies from event logs. The impact of each
waiting time (CTE im) on the batch processing CTE is measured as the differ-
ence between the CTE of the batch processing activity/-ies and the CTE if that
particular waiting time is eliminated. Thus, this metric illustrates the potential
CTE improvement if that particular waiting time is eliminated. Thus, if the CTE
of a batch processing activity is 50% and, for instance, after eliminating its wait-
ing time of a ready batch, the CTE increases to 70%, the potential improvement
opportunity of addressing this activity is CTEim = 40%.

The output of this step is a report that presents discovered waiting times per
type and their impact on the batch processing activity CTE (CTEim). Process
analysts can use the obtained results to identify batch processing inefficiencies
and from where (what particular waiting time type) the inefficiencies stem. Thus,
the results can aid the analyst in identifying which batch processing activities
to focus on in their improvement initiatives and how they can be improved.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we present the evaluation of our approach. First, we use a syn-
thetic event log with artificially injected batches. With this experimentation, we
validate the ability of our technique to discover batching behavior and analyze
the different types of waiting times. Second, we apply our approach to a real-life
event log to demonstrate its applicability in real-life scenarios. The implemen-
tation of the approach, as well as the event logs and results of the experiments,
are available on GitHub3.
3 https://github.com/AutomatedProcessImprovement/batch-processing-analysis.

https://github.com/AutomatedProcessImprovement/batch-processing-analysis
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4.1 Experiments with Synthetic Data

For the synthetic evaluation, we artificially added batches to a simulated event
log of a loan application process with the specific purpose of evaluating if our
technique was able to detect them. To do this, we first grouped the activity
instances of three activities of the process. Then, we assigned a new resource to
each group to ensure that the activity instances of a batch did not share their
resource with other activity instances. Finally, we delayed the start and end
timestamps of the activity instances of each group (as well as the timestamps of
succeeding activity instances) to force their execution as a batch.

To increase the variety in the synthetic evaluation, we added batches of dif-
ferent sizes (10, 12, and 14) and types (parallel, sequential, and concurrent) to
three different activities. We left some activity instances unaltered, so not all
their executions were processed in a batch. Furthermore, for some batches, we
designed the batch activation to be performed based on temporal rules, e.g., at
a specific time of a specific day of the week. Finally, the waiting times were also
altered to create batches with different characteristics, e.g., with or without the
waiting time of a ready batch.

We evaluated our approach with this event log, resulting in the discovery of
all artificially added batches. Moreover, due to the displacement of the batch
processing activities and their successors, batch processing was also detected in
other activities. The discovered activation rules corresponded to the designed
temporal constraints, indicating the day of the week and hour of activation.
Finally, the performance analysis detected the correct waiting times and CTE,
accurately reporting cases in which some waiting times were set to 0.

4.2 Experiments with a Real-Life Log

This section demonstrates how batch processing inefficiencies can be identified
by applying our approach to a real-life event log of a manufacturing production
process [21]. This event log has 225 traces, 26 activities, 4953 events, 48 resources
and does not contain multitasking (i.e. the resources do not work in more than
a task at the same time) [15].

Batch Processing Discovery. We applied our approach to a real-life event log.
First, we discovered batch processing activities from the event log. We set the
minimum batch size threshold to two cases with no in-batch time gaps (intervals
between the case processing within a batch) allowed. The output of this step is
a report showing each batch processing activity, their case frequency, and batch
processing frequency (see Table 1). From the report, we see that, for this event
log, 12 activities had batch processing. The activities are sorted in descending
order based on batch processing frequency. For each activity, the report shows
the case frequency and the batch processing frequency. From the report (Table 1),
we note that activities “Lapping”, “Packing”, and “Turning Rework”, have high
batch processing frequencies (91.07%, 83.75%, and 66.67% respectively). These
cases are predominantly processed in batches and, therefore, relevant for batch
efficiency analysis. However, the “Turning Rework” activity is executed for a
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Table 1. Batch processing discovery results.

Activity Case frequency Batch processing frequency

Lapping 58.67% 91.07%

Packing 77.78% 83.75%

Turning rework 1.33% 66.67%

Turning & Milling 72.00% 45.78%

Final Inspection Q.C. 78.22% 35.64%

Turning & Milling Q.C. 75.11% 27.78%

Grinding rework 14.67% 23.71%

Laser marking 74.22% 18.25%

Round grinding 49.33% 14.08%

Turning Q.C. 12.00% 10.91%

Flat grinding 26.22% 7.02%

Turning 10.67% 2.35%

comparatively negligent amount of cases (for 1.33% of total cases) and, there-
fore, has little impact on the process efficiency and is not considered for further
analysis. Thus, the report shows that “Lapping” and “Packing” have high batch
processing and case frequencies, and therefore, an analyst might decide to select
these as an input for the next step.

Batch Processing Analysis. The next step is to analyze the behavior of
selected batch processing activities. The output of this step is a report that cap-
tures batch processing type, activation rules, and batch size distribution for each
batch processing activity (see Table 2). As can be seen from Table 2, the batch
processing activity named “Lapping” follows parallel, sequential task-based, and
concurrent task-based batch processing types, i.e., in this activity cases can be
processed at the same time, sequentially one after another, with or without an
overlap in processing time. It indicates that there is no specific style of activity
execution. The activity “Packing”, on the contrary, follows only a parallel batch
processing type, i.e., cases in a batch are processed simultaneously.

Next, we discover the batch activation rules. For instance, for “Lapping”,
batch processing occurs from 4 to 6 h. This rule has a confidence of 0.94 and a
support of 0.12. Finally, the report (Table 2) also captures the discovered batch
size distribution per activity. Batch size distribution describes the number of
cases that are processed in one batch. In this case, for “Lapping”, the batch size
distribution is 2 to 4 cases. Most commonly, in 85% of batch processing, batches
include 2 cases.

Waiting time analysis. Having discovered the batch processing behavior, we
focus on quantitatively analyzing the waiting times. The output for this step is a
report that measures average waiting times per type and their impact on batch
processing CTE (Table 3). For each activity, the average processing time (PT
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Table 2. Batch processing analysis results.

Batch Processing
Activity

gnikcaPgnippaL

Batch Processing
Type

Parallel, Sequential task-based,
Concurrent task-based

Parallel

Activation Rules [hour = 4.0 − 5.0] [hour ≤ 5.0]

Activation Rules
Quality

Conf. = 0.94, Supp. = 0.12 Conf. = 0.92, Supp. = 0.34

Batch Size
Distribution

in Table 3) and the average waiting times per type are calculated (WTaccum,
WTready, WTother in Table 3).

The waiting times show how long, on average, cases wait for the batch to
be accumulated and then processed. For instance, cases wait on an average of
4d,5h,7m while the batch is accumulated for “Lapping”. Then, once the batch is
accumulated, the cases wait for 2d,14h,20m before the batch processing starts.
When cases are processed sequentially or concurrently, these cases wait for an
additional 34m on average while other cases are processed. The existing batch
processing strategy, therefore, results in a CTE of 1.10% (CTEb). The CTE value
for this activity indicates a potential improvement opportunity. Table 3 shows the
impact on the CTE if the waiting times are eliminated. For instance, for “Lap-
ping”, if the waiting time for other cases to be processed is eliminated, a slight
improvement will be achieved, but the CTE will remain at 1.1% (CTEim3 =
0.0%). However, if analysts focus on reducing the waiting time of a ready batch,
the CTE could be increased up to 1.78%, which corresponds to an improvement
of CTEim2 = 62%. The most significant CTE improvement can be achieved
if the efforts are focused on reducing the waiting time for batch accumulation
(WTaccum) that could improve CTE up to 2.78% (CTEim1 = 153%).

Table 3. Waiting time analysis results.

Batch processing
activity

PT WTaccum CTEim1 WTready CTEim2 WTother CTEim3 CTEb

Lapping 0d,1h,50m 4d,4h,39m 153% 2d,15h,31m 62% 34m 0% 1.1%

Packing 0d,1h,0m 10d,8h,34m 267% 3d,17h,56m 33% 0d,0h,0m 0% 0.3%
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The analysis demonstrates that attempts to reduce WTother by changing the
batch processing type (e.g., use only parallel batch processing in “Lapping”) will
not add much value. The analysis also shows the reason, i.e., that almost all the
waiting time is related to the accumulation and waiting time of a ready batch.
We also note from the analysis that the greatest improvements can be achieved
by addressing the waiting times for accumulation for “Lapping” and “Packing”.
This is due to, as the analysis shows, cases being processed relatively fast w.r.t.
the time they spend waiting in for accumulation. Based on the analysis, the
analyst can consider discarding batch processing in favor of processing cases
individually when they are available for these two activities.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an approach for analyzing event logs to identify
improvement opportunities in processes with batch processing activities. In
addressing RQ1, we define three types of waiting times associated with batch
processing, namely waiting time for batch accumulation and waiting time of a
ready batch in parallel, sequential, and concurrent batch processing, and waiting
time for other cases to be processed in sequential and concurrent batch process-
ing. We use these definitions to identify waiting times from event logs.

In our approach, we first discover different types of batch processing from
an event log. For this, we extend existing research by also considering the wait-
ing times associated with batch processing and discovering their impact on the
CTE of batch processing activities (RQ2). Finally, we identify batch processing
inefficiencies by measuring the impact of batch processing waiting times on the
activity CTE. This enables analysts to identify where there are improvement
opportunities and where to target the process changes (RQ3). We evaluated the
approach with synthetic data and a real-life event log. The evaluation indicates
that our approach can provide analysts with insights on potential batch process-
ing inefficiencies. Thus, the analysts can take a data-driven approach to improve
batch processing efficiency.

As a result of the experimentation, we detected potential improvements in
the approach. Our approach uses all observations available per batch for the
discovery of batch activation rules and reports on confidence and support. This
process can be improved by establishing training/test partitions to discover and
validate the rules. The approach applicability is, however, limited to the event
logs that have data on the resources, start and end timestamps. If the log miss
any of these data, the approach cannot be executed and the analyst is informed
accordingly. In addition, the non-working periods of resources are currently part
of the measured waiting times. Our approach could be extended by adding cal-
endar information to improve the accuracy of both measures. Finally, the eval-
uation could be extended by including other synthetic event logs and a larger
real-life event log with multitasking.

As future work, we plan to implement a what-if simulation analysis for batch
processing activities to identify the impact of particular changes on the CTE.
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This would allow analysts to change the parameters of batch processing activities
and explore what changes would improve batch processing performance and by
how much.
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